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 Extreme is doing something to the highest degree. 

   It is going beyond what the other guy is doing;  

pushing yourself to the limits and exceeding the status quo.

The Energy Xtreme™ line of windows is designed to provide the  
utmost in protection for your home – no matter what Mother Nature  
throws your way. Combining the most energy-efficient components 
with the latest technology, the Xtreme™ brand puts YOU in control 
of your heating and cooling expenses. Because the one place you 
DON’T want to be extreme is with your utility bills.



With conventional metal spacers, the edge 
of your glass is cold, contributing to higher 
energy costs.

With Intercept® Spacer, edge temperature  
is slightly warmer than with full metal.

Maximum warm-edge results achieved 
by combining Duralite® spacer with 
Xtreme triple glazing.

Edge temperature drastically increases  
with no-metal Duralite®.

Take Control of  
your home’s utilities!

Replacing conventional windows with Energy Xtreme™ Triple-Glazed Windows  
will dramatically cut down on heat loss, as shown in the thermograph  

of the same house after window replacement.

Energy demand and costs continue to rise. The latest studies show that up to 49% of 
the energy used in the home is for heating. Inefficient windows are a major source 
of energy loss, adding to already spiraling costs. By replacing your old windows, 
you can reduce the amount of energy used to heat your home, thus reducing your 
energy costs.

Energy transfer is partially controlled 
by the glass and spacer configuration. 
The right configuration can help limit 
the energy loss around the edge of the 
glass. The warmer the edge of your 
glass, the warmer your house will be. 
The less blue shown in these interior 
thermographic photos, the more  
efficient the glass.

 Extreme is doing something to the highest degree. 

   It is going beyond what the other guy is doing;  

pushing yourself to the limits and exceeding the status quo.

Example thermograph of a home with drafty old windows.  
The reddish areas represent large amounts of heat that is  

escaping through the windows.

Full Metal 
Spacer,
Double-Glazed

Intercept® Spacer,
Double-Glazed

Duralite® Spacer,
Double-Glazed 

Duralite®Spacer,
Triple-Glazed 



EnErGy SavInGS

ThE no-MolD aDvanTaGE

80% of a window’s heat loss is through the glass, with the edge of the 
glass being the weakest link. When the glass edge is thermally inefficient,  
condensation can form – affecting the view and  potentially causing  

expensive damage to windowsills, frames, paint, 
etc. The lower the thermal conductivity,  

the better the spacer insulates the  
window. Superior insulation means 
improved energy savings, dramatically 

lower thermal conductivity and 
substantially reduced perimeter 
condensation for overall window 
improvement.

Duralite spacer has a three-sided, continuous,  
flexible moisture barrier that is impermeable to 
gas and water vapor. 

A protective layer of  
concentrated desiccant 
prolongs unit life.

Duralite spacers trap air in sealed 
insulating chambers,  improving  
condensation resistance and  
energy efficiency up to 10%.

Duralite’s NO-METAL polycarbonate spacer 
element makes it the most thermally-efficient 
spacer on the market today.

A durable moisture-resistant 
bondline adhesive protects 
the window from exposure to 
UV rays and water.

Duralite® spacer performs better in U-Value tests  
than any other warm-edge spacer.

Studies have shown that keeping your home’s humidity between 30% – 55% is the optimum level for the 
health of your family. The possibility for bacteria growth, respiratory infections and viruses is greatly 
reduced in this humidity range.

Windows with standard spacer systems 
are susceptible to condensation that may 
lead to the growth of mold around the 
edge of the window. This is being linked 
more and more to childhood asthma, 
plus increases in general respiratory  
illnesses, allergies and outbreaks of  
fungal diseases.

Energy Xtreme™ Windows reduce the 
chance of condensation, thus reducing 
the chance of mold growth.

 

Edge  
Temperature

25°F
Surface Center

55.8°F

Edge  
Temperature

39.9°F
Surface Center

55.8°F

Outside Air Temperature
0°F  

Inside Air  
Temperature

70°F
More condensation  
and more seal stress  
with conventional  
aluminum spacer.

ConDEnSaTIon rESISTanCE

 

 

The Spacer Makes the Difference

Minimal condensation and seal 
stress with Duralite® spacer.

Duralite® reduces heat loss 
through the spacer.



Combining the Duralite® Spacer System with the multiple  
glass options offered by Xtreme™ results in one of the most 
energy-efficient window lines in the industry. 

Duralite spacers are more efficient because they contain 
no metal. This means your windows will be warmer in the 
winter and cooler in the summer, making your home more 
comfortable year-round. The use of Duralite spacers lowers 
energy consumption, thus reducing the amount of CO2 gasses 
released into the environment by the utility company.  

With Duralite, you no longer have to choose between the  
comfort of your family and being environmentally friendly. 

 • CO2 is at its highest point measured  
  (Antarctic Ice Cores) in 480,000 years.1

	 • Each 0.01 U-Value improvement in windows can save  
  up to 400 lbs. of carbon dioxide per home per year.2

	 •	 Duralite	can	improve	total	window	U-values	by	up	 
  to 0.04.2

	 •	 Windows	that	last	20	years	can	save	up	to	 
  16 tons of CO2 production in an average home.2

Over 75% of your new Xtreme™ window is glass, so it only makes sense that the 
majority of the energy efficiency is dependent on the type of insulated glass package 
you choose. 

There are three components of the insulated glass unit: the type of glass, the type of 
spacer system and the gas that fills the space between the glass. The first two are 
the visible components of the unit – the glass and the spacer. The third component 
is the invisible part, the gas between the glass. 

answer: optiGas and ThermalCErT™

With conventional gas filling, you can only assume your glass actually delivers the 
value promised. Until now, gas filling was an art, not a science. Most insulating glass 
is fabricated and installed with its thermal performance unverified. 

optiGas is the first fully-engineered, automated and integrated smart-fill system for 
insulating glass. It uses patent-pending technology to provide consistent levels of 
gas mix ratios for optimum thermal performance.

ThermalCErT™ is the verification process that provides quality assurance by:

	 •	Taking	actual	thermal	conductivity	measurements	after	the	gas	is	inserted.

	 •	Setting	testing	frequency	to	assure	statistical	significance.	

	 •	Stopping	production	if	measurement	is	skipped	or	results	 
  are outside the specified control limits.

You no longer have to settle for assumptions. 

With ThermalCErT™ by optiGas, you can be certain the  
U-Value you were promised is the U-Value you receive.

Duralite® 
Spacer System

1. Environmental Facts presented in “An Inconvenient Truth – 
Paramount Pictures 2006”  2. Calculations based on RESFEN 
5.0 modeling used in “Calculations for Energy Savings used in 
Envirosealed Windows™ presentations” September 2007.

Duralite ® –  the greenest  spacer on  Earth!

OptiGas & ThermalCert™
Our latest technology guarantees  

the thermal performance of your windows.

NFRC Energy 
Ratings

Every Energy Xtreme™ Window is   
labeled with the NFRC energy-  
rating label. Look for this label on  
your window for exact energy  
performance ratings, which are 
based on the overall performance of 
the window.

Since this gas is invisible, 
how can you be sure it is actually there?



Features

This protective glass treatment is factory-applied to the 
exterior glass surfaces. It makes them hydrophobic, 
which means they become dust- and water-repellent, and 
considerably easier to clean than regular windows.
(Standard on Energy Xtreme 270 Series) 

T E C H N O L O G Y

Xtreme™ Windows have the highest energy ratings  
due to our extensive glass packages, but also  
because we insulate our sash and frame members. 
By filling selected cavities of each part of the 
frame and sash with foam, we enhance the thermal  

efficiency of the window compared to windows 
with only hollow cavities.

Foam enhancement gives our product  
higher energy ratings. This translates 

into greater savings on your 
heating and cooling bills.

FoaM-FIllED SaSh & FraMECoMpoSITE rEInForCEMEnT

X-FaCTor GlazInG

Why pay for upgrades? These innovative features give you  a window that is  
energy-efficient, structurally sound and easy-to-clean – all standard. Now that’s Xtreme.

™

Traditional Triple X-Factor with Duralite®

X-Factor offset Glass Spacing:

•	Produces	windows	with	both	offset	 
 and symmetrical third panes of glass

•	Adjusts	the	middle	pane	to	provide	the	 
 best combination of performance & value

•	Uses	different	blends	of	gas	(Argon	and	 
 Krypton) to provide the highest energy  
 efficiency with the lowest cost available

•		Combines	with	OptiGas	to	give	all	Xtreme™ triple-glazed windows  
 enhanced sound control for a quieter living space

™

Our composite reinforcement is lighter than aluminum, 
stronger pound per pound than structural steel and  
thermally compatible with vinyl extrusions. 

In the meeting rails of every Xtreme 
Window, it not only adds to the  

window’s thermal efficiency, but also 
gives the window added strength 

where it’s needed the most. 

The lock and keeper screws 
are anchored into this 

heavy-duty composite, not 
just into vinyl rails.

•	 Harnesses	the	sun’s	UV	rays	to	loosen	dirt	 
 so water can rinse it away, leaving windows  
 virtually spotless

•	 Titanium	 dioxide	 layer	 reacts	 chemically	 with	 the	 sun’s 
 UV rays, causing organic materials that are on the glass  
 to decompose and be rinsed away with the rain 

•	 Thin	layer	of	silicon	dioxide	makes	Neat	glass	exceptionally	 
 smooth, allowing water to “sheet off” and evaporate  
 quickly, greatly reducing water spotting

nEaT® GlaSS

(Standard on Energy Xtreme 366 Series)



Thermal Performance

U-value: 
A measure of the rate of non-solar 
heat loss or gain through a material or 
assembly. Tests are usually performed 
under conditions which simulate 0˚F 
outside	and	70˚F	 inside,	with	a	15	MPH 
wind. The lower a U-Value, the greater 
a window’s resistance to heat flow, 
and thus the better its insulating value. 
r-Factor is simply the inverse of the 
U-Factor, and can be obtained by 
dividing 1 by the U-Value.

Solar heat Gain Co-efficient (ShGC):
The fraction of solar radiation admitted 
through a window, including what is 
absorbed and subsequently released 
inward.	 The	 lower	 a	 window’s	 SHGC,	
the less solar heat it transmits and the 
greater its shading ability. Different 
climates	 require	 different	 SHGC	 values	
for maximum efficiency.

visible light (vl): 
The fraction of the visible spectrum 
of light, weighted by the sensitivity of 
your eyes, that is transmitted through 
the window. Simply put, it represents 
the amount of daylight that the window  
lets in.

low-E Coating: 
It’s a microscopically thin, virtually  
invisible, metallic layer deposited on the 
glass surface primarily to reduce the  
U-Value by suppressing radiant heat flow. 
Low-E coating is virtually transparent to 
the solar spectrum (visible light and short-
wave infrared radiation) and reflective of 
long-wave infrared radiation. 

argon and Krypton:
They are odorless, colorless, non-toxic, 
inert gasses that can be used instead of 
air between panes of glass to increase  
insulation and energy efficiency. Argon is 
an excellent insulator, a good value and 
more readily available. Krypton is a denser 
gas, and therefore a better insulator.

Terminology
Xtreme 270 Glazing System - By the Numbers*

ChoICE SElECT DElUXE prEMIUM

U-value

r-Factor

ShGC

vl

Low-E
Argon
Clear

Clear
Argon
Low-E
Argon 
Clear

Low-E
Argon
Low-E
Argon 
Clear

Low-E
Krypton Mix

Low-E
Krypton Mix 

Clear

.27

3.70

.28

  52%

N, NC

.22

4.55

.27

  48%

N, NC

.19

5.26

.22

  41%

ALL

.17

5.88

.22

  41%

ALLEnErGy STar
     Climate zones      

™

 1” Offset3/4”  1” Symmetrical  1” Offset

Xtreme 366 Glazing System - By the Numbers*

ChoICE SElECT DElUXE prEMIUM

U-value

r-Factor

ShGC

vl

Low-E
Argon
Clear

Clear
Argon
Low-E
Argon 
Clear

Low-E
Argon
Low-E
Argon 
Clear

Low-E
Krypton Mix

Low-E
Krypton Mix 

Clear

.26

3.85

.21

  48%

ALL

.23

4.35

.27

  49%

ALL

.20

5.00

.16

  34%

ALL

.18

5.56

.16

  34%

ALLEnErGy STar
     Climate zones      

 1” Offset3/4”  1” Symmetrical  1” Offset

Cardinal loE     -366® Glass
Energy Xtreme 366 Series increases its efficiency by incorporating Cardinal Lo

_
E3-366 - 

the ultimate performance glass.
• Ideal balance of solar control and high visibility
•	 The	ultimate	performance	glass	with	energy	savings	throughout	the	year
•	 Three	layers	of	silver	provide	energy	efficiency	and	decreased	heat	gain,	 
 all while resisting interior fading

*Values are based on a double hung window with no grids; actual values may vary based on window configuration. 
    indicates products that have been designated as one of the Most Efficient ENERGY STAR certified products in 2016.



l Xtreme™	Glazing	System
l Superior bulb-type seal for improved energy-efficiency
l Aesthetically-superior beveled edge sash design
l Extruded, heavy-duty screen frame

Casement/Awning Features

Awning Features
l Smooth, scissor-style operator with fold-away nesting handle
l Dual-locking handles for added security 
l Quick-disconnect clips allow 90°  
 opening for easy cleaning

Casement Features
l Fold-away nesting handle
l	 Heavy-duty	hardware	with	ratcheted	 
 gear operation  
l Multi-point locking system which operates  
 from a single locking bar
l Opens a full 90° for easy cleaning  
 from inside the home

l	 Composite lock and keeper
l	 5° sloped sill
l	 Heavy-duty	extruded	screen
l Low-profile, routed tilt latches
l Interlocking meeting rails with triple-fin weatherstripping
l Triple-fin weatherstripping on top and bottom sash 
l Constant-force sash balance system
l 100% VEKA® virgin vinyl world-class compound formulation
l Unique balance covers for clean aesthetics and easy cleaning
l Double ventilation limit latches with snap-spring operation
l Both sashes tilt in fully for easy cleaning

Double Hung, Casement 
& Awning Windows
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l Industry-leading, preferred engineering tilt mechanism for easy, swing-in cleaning
l Caliper brake system locks the sash into place when tilted inward for safety
l Smooth rolling operation using roller hardware and track system
l Unique dual weeping system effectively drains and channels water
l Xtreme™	Glazing	System
l Anti-swing lock allows sash to be locked open
l Ventilation limit latch with snap-spring operation

Tilt-N-Slide Features

Picture windows are the perfect style of window to provide you with 
an expansive panoramic view of the world outside, as well as to make 
the room they brighten seem larger and more open. Our picture window 
profiles can be made into several dynamic combination shapes. 

Picture windows can be combined with any other window style to 
create truly unique, and sometimes massive, combinations. Like other 
combinations, these units can dramatically improve the curb appeal and 
value of your home.

Slider Features
l Composite lock and keeper
l Triple-fin weatherstripping enhances interlocking meeting rail
l Xtreme™	Glazing	System
l Composite slide pad for smooth operation
l Superior weeping system to effectively drain water
l Snap-lock sliding track that is removable for easy cleaning
l Snap-in security blocks in header
l Ventilation limit latch with snap-spring operation
l Both sashes lift out for easy cleaning from inside the home
l Fixed center on 3-lite

Sliders, Combination  
& Picture Windows
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Bay & Bow Windows
and Patio Doors

l Operating casements provide full ventilation
l Full screen standard on casement 
l Custom made for a perfect fit
l Birch or optional oak jamb and sill
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•	Multiple	configurations	available	 
 using double hung, casement or  
 picture windows

•	Available	in	virtually	any	size

•	Full	thread	through-rods	lock	 
 together the head and seat boards

•	1¼"	hardwood,	nine-layer	plywood,	 
 for superior strength and quality

Features Options
•	High-density,	3”	insulated	foam	 
 seat board improves thermal  
 performance

•	Oak	head	and	seat	board

•	Copper	and	painted	roof	kits

•	Factory-painted	or	stained	 
 interiors

•	 Heavy-duty,	reinforced	main	frame

•	 Thermally	efficient	vinyl	sill	available	in	white,	tan	and	 
 coordinating woodgrain laminate

•	 Heavy-duty	screen	with	rollers	top	and	bottom	for	easy	operation

•	 Custom	sizing	available	to	create	the	perfect	fit	for	your	home

•	 Full-length	interlock	system	for	door	panels	at	the	meeting	rail

•	 Superior	non-corrosive,	composite	roller	system	

•	 5¼"	jamb	thickness,	perfect	for	replacement	applications

•	 Standard	5',	6'	and	8'	two-panel	and	9'	and	12'	three-panel	doors

•	 White,	Tan,	Nickel,	Brass,	Antique	Brass,	Dark	Bronze	or	 
 Oil Rubbed Bronze hardware is available 



Custom Grooved Glass

Single Prairie Double Prairie Petal Marquis Diamond Tudor Trellis Florentine

Options
™

The Energy Xtreme™ Window Series not only provides maximum energy savings, 
but can add “extreme” beauty and curb appeal to your home.

Personalize your window by choosing options such as a woodgrain interior, one of 
our sixteen standard exterior colors, or even the custom color of your choice.

But why stop there? Add a unique grid pattern or custom grooved glass to truly 
make your home a one-of-a-kind masterpiece. Even our LockIQ can enhance the 
look of your window by giving it a clean look with no visible screws.

Lock IQ™

Once you close the window, LockIQ automatically snaps 
and locks, all in one step. Bringing you peace of mind with 
a sleek, low-profile design, LockIQ raises the intelligence 
of the windows in your home.

Interior/Exterior Color Options*

Customize your home with 16 exterior colors and 7 interior colors, including 5 woodgrains. 
Available in: Double Hung, Slider, Tilt-N-Slide, Picture, Casement, Awning, Bay or Bow, Patio Door and Geometric.

White TanCherry Dark Oak Light OakCavalier Oak Pecan

Sandcastle Brookstone CaramelCornsilk Clay Earthtone Chestnut

Forest GreenEvergreenBrandywine Mocha BronzeBrownRed Brick Black

Standard and Contour grids are available in a variety patterns. Our 
Coordinating	Grid	System	can	match	the	interior	and	exterior	of	your	
windows, with color custom grids available for most combinations.

Custom Grids (Muntins)

Colonial Diamond Single Prairie Double Prairie

Blinds Between the Glass         
Mini-blinds are available that are 
sealed inside the glass unit of your 
windows, giving you extreme control 
over the amount of light you want to 
enter the room at different times of 
the day. 

For exact shades, please review samples with your Xtreme dealer. 



Double Hung

BayBow

Picture Patio DoorCasement

Slider/Tilt-N-Slide

™

Window System

Energy Xtreme™ Windows are designed to work together to give  
an aesthetically-pleasing look to any home. Whether you pick a  
combination	of	Double	Hung,	Slider,	Casement	or	Patio	Doors,	 

each window is designed to complement the other.
All Energy Xtreme windows are available in a variety interior  

and exterior colors and energy-efficient glass packages to both satisfy  
your individual tastes as well as to provide optimum energy savings.

Energy Xtreme™. The right choice for your home.

© 2016. All photos and illustrations are copyrighted. Information contained here-in is subject to change without notice. Printed in the U.S.A.  
Energy	Xtreme,	Repel	and	LockIQ	are	trademarks	of		Vista	Window	Company,	LLC.	®ENERGY	STAR	and	the	ENERGY	STAR	mark	are	registered	U.S.	marks.	 

HealthSmart	is	a	trademark	and	®Duralite	is	a	registered	trademark	of	Quanex	Building	Materials.	ThermalCert	is	a	trademark	of	Integrated	Automation	Systems,	LLC.																																								

EnergyXtreme.com
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2012 Green   
Product Award

Vista Window Company was selected as winner of  
the	2012	DWM	Green	Product	Award.

Energy Xtreme windows by Vista Window Co. have been  
recognized by the EPA as Most Efficient in 2016.


